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A new study has identified doing household chores, and having frequent visits with family and friends as some of the activities tied to lower dementia risk.

New study investigates which activities are tied to a lower dementia risk
Tattoos found on female mummies from 3,000 years ago include cross patterns, a baboon, an eye and other hieroglyphic-like elements; scholars have hypothesized the art identifies the women as healers ...

Amplify: Tattoos can be intrinsically tied to a woman’s identity and self-worth
She escaped by chewing out of her restraints, damaging the braces on her teeth in the process, detectives say.

Girl tied to bed posts in home with two dead bodies chewed herself free from restraints, investigators say
And how will you feel? A million dollar questions that ... for the plight of a young innocent girl whose hands and legs were tied up together in ropes like an animal to a slaughter house.

Tied like a lamb to a slaughter: The traumatic tale of a young girl
But may change in future as the Meta-owned social media platform has started testing a new feature that will enable users have up to five profiles tied to a single account. Also Read - WhatsApp ...

Facebook will soon let you have up to five profiles tied to one account
Pensacola historian Nina Winkler was hoping to make a little extra money from a family ring, but she ended up with a lot more than she bargained for.

How a Pensacola woman's ruby ring is tied to the Titanic. And why she's getting rid of it:
Facebook is testing a way for users to have up to five separate profiles tied to a single account ... your identity or impersonate others. If you receive a violation on an additional profile ...

Facebook tests a way to add up to five profiles tied to a single account
The DeWitt Police Department needs your help finding a person of interest involved with a string of vehicle burglaries at Westbrook Park that’s connected to fraud at local banks. The person(s) ...

Police: Vehicle burglaries tied to fraud at local banks
They hauled huge canisters of the weedkiller Roundup. As the workers sprayed vines, a chemical smell shot through the air. Having moved to Napa from Oakland nine years ago with his wife to start a ...

A Napa Filmmaker Looked and Found Roundup, the Weedkiller Tied to Cancer, ‘Everywhere’
Meta will soon allow select Facebook users to have up to five profiles tied to a single account ... to interact with close friends and family as you do today. A separate profile would allow ...

Facebook is letting some users have up to five profiles tied to one account
AGRA: A video showing a woman tied to an electric pole and being beaten by her husband surfaced on social media on Wednesday, days after the incident was reported to police. The 22-second-long ...

Agra: Man caught beating wife tied to a pole on video
"I said I'm very, very grateful that you didn't kill all nine of us on my boat," Sheets recalled telling Nolan who called her the next day. "But now I'm getting frustrated, especially learning ...

State trooper under investigation tied to hit and run boating crash
How Canine Heart Disease Was Tied to Grain-Free Dog Food HELEN SANTORO ... noting the FDA flagged grain-free food early on. “When you only look for what you want to see, you only see what ...

How Canine Heart Disease Was Tied to Grain-Free Dog Food
You may think of the ability to balance on one ... problems can eventually cut into your fitness and longevity is often tied to underlying issues with the vestibular ocular reflex, says Dr ...
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